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Mae West declared: “It is better to be looked over than overlooked.”  
 
    CONCLUSION 
 
The United States natural gas Western Consuming Region, assuming normal weather, 
probably will end its 2013 build season with inventory around 520bcf to 575bcf. The middle 
of this range, 545bcf to 550bcf, resides above the 505bcf average peak of the past several 
years (2006-12) and hovers near 2012 build season’s 551bcf record plateau. Nevertheless, in 
general this region probably will not face a notable containment problem around the end of 
2013 build season. However, containment challenges, even if unlikely, are not out of the 
picture, particularly if natural gas stocks build more than anticipated and if regional 
storage capacity has grown very little.  
 
   THE HISTORICAL OVERVIEW 
 
Look over Western Consuming Region (“WCR”) build season inventory from 1994-2012 
(Energy Information Administration, weekly statistics). For each year, the table portrays the late 
winter/early spring inventory valley and the autumn stockpile summit. Lows and highs for a 
given column are in bold. Averages for the 19 season period appear at the base of each column. 
 
US NATURAL GAS INVENTORY: WESTERN CONSUMING REGION (1994-2012)  
 
 Inventory Inventory  Inventory  Inventory  
Year Low  Peak  Change   Change  

(bcf; date) (bcf; date) (arithmetic, bcf) (percent) 
 
1994  201 (3/11/94) 407 (10/28/94) 206  102.5 
1995  244 (4/21) 420 (11/17) 176  72.1 
1996  220 (4/5)  340 (10/18) 120  54.5 
1997  166 (3/14) 367 (11/7) 201  121.1 
1998  137 (4/17) 390 (11/6) 253  184.7 
1999  195 (4/16) 373 (11/19) 178  91.3 
2000  192 (3/17) 314 (10/27) 122  63.5 
2001  114 (3/9) 416 (11/23) 302  264.9 
2002  211 (3/22) 416 (10/25) 205  97.2 
2003  167 (3/21) 399 (10/31) 232  138.9 
2004  148 (3/5) 425 (11/12) 277  187.2 
2005  205 (3/25) 443 (11/11) 238  116.1 
2006  229 (3/24) 473 (11/10) 244  106.6 
2007  224 (3/9) 478 (11/16) 254  113.4 
2008  173 (4/4) 473 (11/14) 300  173.4 
2009  276 (3/13) 526 (11/27) 250  90.6 
2010  283 (3/12) 520 (11/5) 237  83.7 
2011 216 (3/25) 517 (12/2) 301  139.4 
2012 344 (3/23/12) 551 (11/9/12) 207  60.2 
 
1994-2012 
Average (19 periods): 
 208bcf  434bcf  226bcf  108.7pc 



 
The average date for the Western Consuming Region inventory bottom occurs around 
March 24. The average end date for its inventory pinnacle is November 10.  
 
The table presents percentage inventory change for the entire period as the average inventory 
change relative to the average low (226/208bcf). Alternatively, the sum of the actual percentage 
inventory changes divided by 19 is 119.0pc.  
     **** 
 
For the seven years 2006-12, the WCR’s start of build season inventory averages 249bcf, 
with its average end season peak about 505bcf (for the four years 2008-12, the average high 
is about 529bcf). The average stock gain is about 256bcf, or 102.8pc (256/249bcf). The sum 
of the actual percentage inventory changes divided by seven is 109.6pc.  
     **** 
 
Given increased United States natural gas demand (and supply) since 2006, viewpoints regarding 
and estimates derived from “average” (normal, typical, desired), “high” and “low” gas inventories 
should emphasize the 2006-12 time period. However, the long run perspective beginning with 
1994 remains relevant. See “US Natural Gas: the 2013 Build Up” (4/25/13), “US Natural Gas 
Inventory: the Producing Region Scenery” (5/6/13), and “Natural Gas Inventory: the Eastern 
Consuming Region Build Season” (5/13/13).  
 
All else equal, an average inventory level at the commencement of build season tends to produce 
average builds. In the WCR as elsewhere in the United States, an elevated natural gas inventory 
total favors less than average inventory building (in the table above, see 2012 as well as 1995 and 
1996 and arguably 2010). A relatively depressed WCR stock amount at the onset of build season 
encourages greater than normal inventory growth (1998, 2001, 2004, and 2008). Yet this 
guideline is not absolute, as 2000’s paltry inventory expansion occurred relative to a modest build 
season start (the 3/17/00 192bcf starting point was almost even with the 194bcf average of the 
preceding six years of 1994-1999).  
 
 
    MINDING THE STORAGE 
 
Demonstrated peak working gas capacity as of April 2012 for this Western territory is 604bcf 
(EIA, 9/12/12, next release expected August 2013; April 2012 is the most recent data point). 
WCR annual capacity builds have fluctuated substantially. Capacity jumped 46bcf higher from 
April 2011 to April 2012. Yet the 2010 to 2011 increase was a meager two bcf. However, from 
2009 to 2010, the year-on-year growth was 47bcf. It climbed a modest 19bcf from 2008 to 2009. 
The average annual capacity increase was about 29bcf.  
 
What will Western Consuming Region peak working gas storage capacity be at close build 
season 2013?  
 
One can derive a benchmark conjecture by taking 2008-12’s 29bcf average yearly increase and 
adjusting it upward for an additional six months to end October 2013. This generates a 43bcf 
storage rise for the eighteen months since April 2012, making end 2013 build season working gas 
storage capacity 647bcf.  
 
Yet if the 2011 history repeats itself, inventories will edge up less than five bcf by end October 
2013.  
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But perhaps interrelated concerns will spark significant storage capacity growth since April 2012. 
Note the increasing US production and demand over the past few years.  Moreover, keep in mind 
the large end build season inventories in the WCR region for 2009 through 2012, and especially 
remember 2012’s containment fears. A repetition of the fairly substantial 46-47bcf annual builds 
in recent years would boost WCR working gas capacity by around 70bcf by end October 2013.  
 
 
 WESTERN CONSUMING REGION: 2013 END BUILD SEASON STOCKS 
 
The 2013 inventory low was 330bcf on 3/29/13. The 5/10/13 inventory of 357bcf slipped about 
7.3 percent year-on-year. WCR end build season 2013 inventory probably will be relatively 
high.  
 
The EIA’s May 2013 Short-Term Energy Outlook (“STEO”, 5/7/13; next release 6/11/13) 
provides one avenue to an answer. It gives end September 2013 WCR inventories of 520bcf. 
Adjust this upward on the basis of the average 2006-12 increase from end September to the build 
season stockpile peak.  
 
The 2012 inventory gain in the WCR from end September to build season peak was about 40bcf 
(based on EIA weekly statistics). The 2011 build from end 3Q was 49bcf. The 2010 increase from 
end September to its seasonal top was around 23bcf. The 2009 boost totaled 31bcf, with 2008’s 
45bcf, 2007’s 42bcf, and 2006’s 23bcf. Thus the 2006-12 average growth is 36bcf.  
 
Add the 36bcf average expansion for these seven years from end third quarter to the inventory 
peak to the EIA’s 520bcf estimate for end 3Q13. That equals 556bcf. As the start of 2013 build 
season inventories of 330bcf are higher than average (normal, typical; compare the average 
beginning of 249bcf for the 2006-12 span), the build from end September to build summit 
probably will be toward the low end of the 2006-12 historical range. Suppose stocks grow only 
23bcf; then they reach 543bcf.  
 
These 556bcf and 543bcf figures, though relatively elevated, suggest that there probably will be 
no widespread WCR containment problems. Even assuming no WCR net storage capacity growth 
since April 2012, they fall significantly beneath April 2012’s 604bcf capacity. Also, imagine if 
WCR storage capacity expands an average amount and touches 647bcf for end build season 2013.  
     **** 
 
An alternative statistical approach likewise paints a picture of above-average WCR stocks. 
Focus on the 1994-2012 table above and particularly on the 2006-12 statistics within it.  
 
Suppose visionaries supplement the 330bcf inventory bottom reached on 3/29/13 with the 226bcf 
average build of 1994-2012. That leaves 2013 end build season supplies of 556bcf.  
 
Or, instead add the 2006-12 average of about 256bcf, thereby making the end season sum about 
586bcf. Such a total might create some containment troubles within the WCR.  
 
However, the beginning of build season 2013 has lofty stocks from a historical perspective and 
notably relative to the 2006-12 horizon. The WCR inventory trough of 330bcf on 3/29/13 
descends only slightly below the 344bcf of 3/23/12. So all else equal, the WCR inventory jump 
this year will be less than average. Thus (assuming normal weather) a 586bcf forecast looks 
excessive.  
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Instead, add roughly the 2012 build total (say 210bcf) to the 3/29/13 total to produce an inventory 
pinnacle of 540bcf. Perhaps efforts to suppress inventories will not be that successful. 
Nevertheless, increasing it by around the less than average growth in 2010, 237bcf, would make 
2013 WCR end build season inventory about 567bcf.  
     **** 
 
Don’t overlook an inventory estimation method based upon historic percentage changes. What 
percentage will Western Consuming Region inventories mount over the course of build season 
2013?  
 
Again stare at the relatively hefty 3/29/13 WCR storage total of 330bcf. Since high inventory 
encourages less than average inventory climbs, the 2013 percentage probably will slip beneath the 
1994-2012 average of 108.7pc (and 2006-12’s 109.6pc). If WCR hoards grow by a slender sixty 
percent (as in 2012; and don’t forget 1996’s record depth of 54.5pc), they ascend 198bcf to 
528bcf (198/330bcf equals .60). This meager increase may be a bit too conservative, partly 
because 2012 evidenced significant containment fears. What if the increase is about 75 percent? It 
thus would fall moderately short of 2010’s 83.7pc gain. That makes WCR natural gas end build 
season stocks 578bcf (248/330bcf is .75). Although the 578bcf inventory total is relatively 
unlikely (it would move stocks decisively over 2012’s record), it is not inconceivable. If WCR 
supplies reach around this 578bcf level, and if the natural gas industry created little WCR natural 
gas storage capacity after April 2012, then parts of the region might confront containment 
challenges.  
     **** 
 
Scan the WCR inventory trend via a year-on-year perspective (from the EIA’s May 2013 STEO). 
First, see end 1Q13’s 332bcf, beneath 1Q12’s 353bcf. Although 2Q13’s forecast 450bcf also 
slides beneath the prior year period’s 476bcf, 3Q13’s 520bcf total about catches up to 3Q12’s 
523bcf. However, 4Q13’s expected 460bcf dives significantly beneath end year 2012’s 503bcf. 
Finally, eye the 300bcf forecast for end 1Q14; it tumbles 32bcf (about 9.6pc) beneath that of 
1Q13.  
 
The beginning of the WCR’s inventory build season tends to be around March 24. Consequently 
the EIA’s end 1Q14 estimate is a rough early guide for WCR stocks at the dawn of its 2014 build 
season. Roughly 300bcf around the end of 1Q14 appears somewhat high. It exceeds the 2006-12 
beginning of build season average of 249bcf; it also surpasses the eight year average (including 
end 1Q 2013’s 330bcf) of about 259bcf.  
     **** 
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